Jeep headrest

Starting in most Jeep and Dodge models began offering active headrests as part of the restraint
system. But now there is a lawsuit over these active headrests deploying randomly with no
warning. These Dodge and Jeep headrests are exploding according to the class-action lawsuit.
The headrests are not supposed to deploy unless there is a collision. But the lawsuit says that
because of this happening drivers become victims of the headrests going off in the back of their
heads. The list of affected Jeep and Dodge vehicles is pretty lengthy. These headrests are made
up of a padded front and the back according to carcomplaints. A spring-loaded mechanism
keeps the headrest from deploying. It is a hook that is hooked to a metal striker pin. Once the
sensors in the vehicle detect a rear-end collision the hook pulls the pin. The spring-loaded
headrest then flings forward. At least that is how it is supposed to happen. One plaintiff in the
lawsuit says he bought a new Jeep Grand Cherokee in Two years later the headrest randomly
activated. It struck the driver in the back of the head. He stopped the car, then proceeded home
because he was starting to get a bad headache. Later he was diagnosed by a physician with a
concussion. Examining the headrest mechanism he found it had deployed because the pin had
been torn out of its bracket. That pin latches the front of the headrest closed. But because the
plastic bracket had failed it released the headrest unexpectedly. Resetting the headrest required
the owner to take it to a dealer. The owner expected that the warranty would take care of the
costs. Once he got to the dealer he was told he would have to pay for a new headrest because
the defective one looked to have been tampered with. Besides the inconvenience and time to
take it to the dealer, he also lost three days of work from the concussion. The National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration says it has received almost complaints with similar descriptions.
In 35 of those complaints, drivers say the headrest randomly deployed. In about 25 cases
owners say the plastic brackets inside of the headrests failed. For 15 complaints there were
injuries sustained by other occupants in the vehicle to their heads, faces, and necks. Those
plastic brackets are alleged to be unsafe because they are made from cheap plastic. The suit
alleges the brackets crack easily and then break. The lawsuit was filed in California and is
attempting to compensate both owners and lessees of the vehicles listed above. Jeep Compass
owners have reported 18 problems related to front seat head restraint under the seats category.
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Jeep Compass based on all problems reported for the Compass. The
plastic holding the catch pin broke and it cannot be reset. See all problems of the Jeep
Compass. The active headrest on the driver's seat deployed while the car was parked and off the plastic clips intended to hold it in place in resting position snapped and the headrest is
unable to be reset. No one was in the car at the time. Passenger side active headrest deployed
while sitting in the driveway with nobody in the vehicle. Unable to reset as the clips are broken,
as can be seen in the attached photos. I was pulling out of the parking lot at work when my
headrest just exploded and hit me in the back of the head. I hadn't hit anything or stop suddenly
I was just pulling out of a parking lot. I heard a pop and then got hit in the back of the head from
the headrests. Head rest restraint popped off with no impact while driving down the street. Tabs
failed inside and released headrest in back of drivers head while in motion causing distraction
of motor vehicle operation. While driving on the interstate my passenger side headrest popped
open. Passenger side headrest restraint deployed while the car was parked. It looks like a piece
of plastic broke and it spurn apart. On September 24, while driving down a residential street
approximately 15 mph, the passenger side headrest deployed without provocation. Fortunately,
no passenger was sitting in the passenger seat at the time of deployment. It made a really loud
noise when it deployed startling driver, causing driver to swerve and almost caused an
accident. It appears a piece of plastic broke off inside the headrest causing the headrest to
deploy. While sitting in my driveway, the active head restraint launched without provocation.
Car was not on when the ahs blew, hitting me in the head. It was later discovered that the plastic
clip that is supposed to hold the headrest together was broken. I received a mild concussion,
and feel grateful that I was not driving when this took place. Active headrest restraint system
deployed while vehicle was parked in the driveway. Vehicle was parked in the driveway
overnight, the following day we noticed that the headrest had sprung forward. Upon inspecting
the headrest system I noticed that the retaining pin was still engaged in the retaining
mechanism and that it had sprung because the plastic that holds the retaining pin had broken.
In the summer of I started a summer job to earn a little cash for college. Around weeks when I
got the car. I went to work and arrived for am, because I work with my mom and that is when
she starts work. For me I start work at am so I sit in the car for 30 mins just listening to music.
Around that time I suddenly hear a pop noise and my head was pushed forward with a decent
amount of force that I started having a headache. I looked around to see if a car had hit me, but I
saw no car in motion around me at all. That's when I saw that my headrest was popped out and
was confused as to why. I still continued to go to work with a headache afterwards. The

headrest on the driver side seperated. I was not in the car when this happened. After inspecting
the headrest I noticed that a piece of plastic had broken and released the spring loaded
headrest. The car was in my driveway, I found the broken headrest in the morning. This week
the active head rest deployed overnight while parked in the drive on my Jeep Compass. After
inspecting it I noticed that the plastic tabs that hold the headrest in place were broken. There is
only miles meaning it is no longer under warranty and the repair is very costly. I know this is a
common and dangerous problem with many Jeep vehicles and this really needs to be
addressed and why it hasn't already is beyond me. My teenage daughter was returning home
from work on a busy city street when she was startled by a loud abrupt noise. She looked over
and saw the passenger-side active head restraint headrest had shot out. Quite shaken, she
arrived home to tell me something had happened in the car. Instead, the plastic that holds the
bar in place had broken, allowing the headrest to violently shoot out. Fortunately, no one was in
that seat at the time. And even more fortunately, it did not happen on the driver's side while my
daughter was driving, as the results could have been catastrophic. I called the Jeep customer
service number, thinking that they would help remedy the situation and want to know that this
can happened. To my dismay, they said there was nothing they would do. I was told to take it to
the nearest Jeep dealership and pay to have it repaired. Naturally, I was stunned at their
indifference to such a serious flaw in their vehicle. A written message to Jeep was never
responded to. I called a Jeep dealership, but they told me to call Jeep. Clearly what happened to
the headrest should not have. It seems there is a flaw in the design that allowed this happen.
The contact owns a Jeep Compass. While driving approximately 30 mph, the contact stated that
the driver side head rest separated. The head rest struck the contact's neck and head, causing
the contact to suffer a dislocated neck. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where it was
diagnosed that the head rest plastic base separated due to defective plastic. The head rest was
not repaired. The manufacturer was notified. The failure mileage was 74, I have a Jeep
Compass. The rear headrests are not removable and if I install my child forward facing car seat
it leaves a gap in between the headrest and seat. This compromises children's safety. I called
the dealership I bought it at and they refused to help or even acknowledge that there is a
problem. I understand most Jeeps have this problem as well. Car Problems. Other Common
Seats related problems of Jeep Compass. Problem Category Number of Problems Seats
problems Seats problems. Front Seat Head Restraint problems. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in
your browser. We are working hard to process orders! View details. Items 1 - 15 of Watch our
video and read our blog for step-by-step instructions documenting the installation of a
aftermarket car stereo receiver. QualityMobileVideo Blog. Watch our video and read our blog for
the proper wiring colors and their definitions. We explain wire-by-wire what these connections
do for the installation of an aftermarket car stereo receiver. Jeep Headrest Monitors. View as
List Grid. Show 15 30 Add to Cart. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. Out Of Stock. Out of stock.
Shop By. Compare Products. Remove This Item Compare. Clear All. My Wish List. Last Added
Items. Add to Cart Add to Cart. Remove This Item. Go to Wish List. How to install a car stereo
Watch our video and read our blog for step-by-step instructions documenting the installation of
a aftermarket car stereo receiver. Car Stereo Wiring Guide Watch our video and read our blog
for the proper wiring colors and their definitions. The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration NHTSA has launched an investigation into certain Dodge, Chrysler, and Jeep
vehicles following complaints that vehicle headrests are bursting open without warning,
resulting in head injuries and hospitalizations. Some drivers of Fiat Chrysler vehicles reported
their headrests would burst open without warning, causing pain, distraction, and injury. Upon
impact, the headrests in some vehicles will actually pop open to provide additional support for
the head and reduce forces on the neck. However, the drivers are reporting the feature is
deploying without collision, exposing drivers to injury and an increase risk of collision. Another
driver had their headrest burst open while she was sitting in a parking lot. NHTSA reports it has
received nearly complaints of headrests bursting open with at least 71 complaints involving
injury. In a proposed class action , five drivers claim the active head restraint AHR headrests in
their vehicles suffer from the defect. At least once complaint states Chrysler was presented with
evidence of the defect, but refused to cover the cost of replacing the defective AHRs. The
lawsuit seeks to compel Chrysler and Grammer AG to notify owners of all affected vehicles of
the defect and fix the problem for consumers. According to a class action lawsuit filed against
Fiat Chrysler, the following vehicles are prone to the headrest defect:. Drivers have enough to
worry about while traversing the roadways on a daily basis. Unfortunately, there are hundreds
of vehicle recalls each year due to manufacturer defects, from the tires to the ignition switches,
that can cause catastrophic injuries and in some cases death. Our experienced defective
vehicle lawyers have handled a multitude of injury claims caused by recalled vehicles. It looks

like your browser or a browser extension is blocking JavaScript. Faculty requires JavaScript to
function, so you'll need to allow JavaScript for at least this domain. Home Page Blog. December
2nd, by Jarod Cassidy. Contact Us for a Free Case Review. If you are human, leave this field
blank. Do you really want to end conversation? Yes end it Cancel. Live chat. Some vehicle
headrests are designed to pop open in the event of a crash. The 'popping' action is intended to
prevent whiplash. Federal investigators are now asking why. Shawn Alger told NBC Bay Area he
wound up in a hospital emergency room with a concussion after his Jeep's driver-side headrest
burst open one morning, while he was driving near Sacramento. I was like, 'What, is somebody
in the car? There was nobody back there. There were no cars behind me. She says she was
parked when her Chrysler's headrest popped. It pushed me completely forward. She says a
headrest popped open while the vehicle was unoccupied. It's been re
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placed, but she still has reservations about getting in the driver's seat. It is now opening a
preliminary investigation. NHTSA said it has received complaints that headrests burst open
without a crash and 71 of those reports involved injuries. We turned to Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles for comment. In the past, FCA told us its " Also, we continually monitor the
performance of our vehicles in the field, responding accordingly. Customer safety is paramount
at FCA U. Some drivers say a headrest recall is in order. If you've had a headrest burst open in
your vehicle unexpectedly, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration would like to
hear from you. NBC Bay Area would also like to hear from you. Please contact us here or by
calling TIPS. Skip to content. In-depth news coverage of the Greater Boston Area. Local
In-depth news coverage of the Greater Boston Area. Bedford VA 43 mins ago. Worcester 1 hour
ago. Back to Article. Close Menu. Search for:. Follow Us Facebook Twitter Instagram.

